The aims of the Center on Global Aging are to increase understanding through research of how aging can vary around the world because of:

- The social and economic context
- Changes in health
- Policies and programs to support aging persons.

Topics on interest include physiological aging, health, well-being, caregiving, labor force participation, migration, use of service, family interaction and social integration.
2:30PM-4:00PM | Northern Hemisphere E1 (D)
Chronic Diseases and Care Management in Chinese Older Adults

- Changes of Cognitive Function among Chinese Older Adults: The Impact of Migration
  Hanzhang Xu; Bei Wu
- How to Improve Chronic Disease Management System of the New Cooperative Medical Scheme for Elderly in Rural China
  Baozhen Dai
- Is Emotional Suppression Always Bad? An Examination of Expressive Suppression in Chinese Younger and Older Workers
  Yisheng Peng; Bao Tian; Steve M. Jex; Yiwei Chen
- Diabetic Adjustment of Singaporean Chinese Late-Middle-Aged and Older Adults with Type 2 Diabetes
  Fang Yang; Joyce Pang

2:30PM-4:00PM | Southern Hemisphere I (D)
Changes in Intergenerational Helping Relationships: Evidence From China and Japan as Well as Perspectives of Korean and Indian Immigrants in USA

- Deciding to Institutionalize in the Family Context in Shanghai
  Lin Chen
- Transnational Support & Intergenerational Relationships
  Jyotsna M. Kalavar
- Changes in Intergenerational Helping Relationships: Evidence from China and Japan as Well as Perspectives of Korean and Indian Immigrants in USA
  Cathy H. Gong; Hal Kendig; Merrill Silverstein
- Changes in Japanese Family Caregiving Over the Last Decade and Their Impacts on Caregiving
  Tomoko Wakui; Emily Agree; Tami Saito-Kokusho; Tatsuro Ishizaki; Ichiro Kai
- Intergenerational Support and Its Impacts on the Health and Wellbeing of Older People: Evidence from China
  Cathy H. Gong; Hal Kendig; Merrill Silverstein

2:30PM-4:00PM | Oceanic 1 (D)
Very Old Individuals and Their Advanced-Age Children: Challenges and Rewards

- Functioning, Personality, and Caregiver Burden within Centenarian-Caregiver Dyads – A Comparison between Japan and the United States
  Jinmyoung Cho; Takeshi Nakagawa; Peter Martin; Yasuyuki Gondo; Leonard Poon; Nobuyoshi Hirose

4:30PM-6:00PM | Southern Hemisphere I (D)
A New Convention on the Rights of Older Persons: Hearing What Professionals and Older Persons Say

- Violation of Older Patients’ Human Rights for End of Life Care Decision in South Korea
  Sooyoun Han

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)

- 2. Screening and Prevention of Falls Among Community-Dwelling Older Adults in Chengdu: A Prospective Trial
  Qun Fang Ding; Fang Luo; HaiJun Han; Wen Hu
- 4. Falling, fractures, and changing lifestyles for elderly Japanese: A qualitative exploratory study
  Emiko Uchiyama; Hiroshige Matsumoto; Marina Hamada; Mio Choki; Chie Suzuki; Yufei Fu; Akiko NISHINO
- 12. The Body-Mind Well-Being among Older Adults in China
  Yan Du; Jacob Kendall; Qingwen Xu
- 17. A Study of Factors Related to Differences in Perceptions Among Professional Staff of Elder Abuse at Community General Support Centers in Japan
  Asako Katsumata; Noriko Tsukada
• 25. The Study of Medical Students Learning in Community Setting in Japan
  Takashi Yamanaka; Katsuya Iijima; Maiko Noguchi-Watanabe; Anna Tamai; Masato Eto; Daisuke Son; Hirotaka Onishi; Masahiro Akishita

• 100. Effectiveness of a Self-Management Support Program for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in Public Health Centers in Bangkok, Thailand: Randomized Controlled Trial
  Youwanuch Sattayasomboon; Wiroj Jiammarasrungsri; Somrat Lertmaharit; Vitool Lohsoonthorn

• 120. Poor perceived oral health is associated with metabolic syndrome in Korean older adults.
  EUNISIL CHOI

• 121. Cultural and Age Differences in Implicit Beliefs about Trait Consistency: a Comparison between Japanese and American Samples
  Nhi Ngo; Derek M. Isaacowitz

• 122. Do Age Stereotypes Toward Sexuality Have the Same Meaning Cross-Culturally? A Study of American and Taiwanese College Students
  Pamela M. Allen; Han-Jung Ko; Karen Hooker

• 123. Subjective Well-being in Centenarians: A Comparison in Japan and the United States
  Takeshi Nakagawa; Jinmyoung Cho; Yasuyuki Gondo; Peter Martin; Mary A. Johnson; Leonard Poon; Nobuyoshi Hirose

• 147. The Activity of Daily Living Among Chinese Elders With Depression
  Lingling Gao; Wen Xie

• 150. Relationships among functional ability, depression, and quality of life among nursing home residents in China: A mediation analysis
  Huimin Xiao; Ju Young Yoon; Barbara J. Bowers

• 164. PTSD symptom affected by severe social factors in elderly evacuees of Great East Japan Earthquake
  Kazutaka Masuda; Takuya Tsujiuchi; Takahiro Iwagaki; Ryuhei Mochida; Noriko Ishikawa; Chikako Fukuda

• 170. Korean Seniors’ Perceptions on WHO’s Age Friendly Aspects
  Eunju Hwang; Seo-yeon Lee; Seung-hahn Koh

• 177. Farming to Enrich the Lives of Older People: An Exploratory Study in Japan
  Shingo Yoshida; Marina Hamada; Mio Choki; Jun Goto

• 200. The Impact of Comorbidities on Lower Limbs Performance Following Hip Fracture of Older Persons in Taiwan
  Yueh-Fang Huang; Shih-Tsang Tang; Yea-Ing L. Shyu

• 206. Optimal Cutoff Values of TUG and Chair Stand for Detecting Risk of Cognitive Impairment in Japanese
  Yukari Kimuro; Yuiiro Kose; Yoichi Hatamoto; Masahiro Ikenaga; Ryo Aoyagi; Akira Kiyonaga; Hiroaki Tanaka; Yasuki Higaki

• 207. Trajectory Pattern of Grip Strength and Mortality Risk in a General Population of Older Japanese
  Yu Taniguchi; Shoji Shinkai; Mariko Nishi; Hiroshi Murayama; Hidenori Amano; Yu Nofuji; Satoshi Seino; Yoshinori Fujiwara

• 219. Testing the Caregiving Stress Process Model Involving Older Parents who Care for Children With Developmental Disabilities in South Korea
  Chang Min Yoo; Sang K. Kahng

• 226. The Effect of Income Satisfaction on Marital Satisfaction among Korean Middle-aged Married Couples: The Mediating Roles of Coping Behaviors
  Seol Ah Lee; Hey Jung Jun; Susanna Joo; Hye Won Chai
• 227. U.S.-Japan Cross-National Study of the Health Effects of Volunteerism Among Older Adults
  Kristine A. Mulhorn; Masataka Kuraoka; You Murayama; Masashi Yasunaga; Hiroyuki Suzuki; Yoshinori Fujiwara

• 228. The Relations between Marital Quality and Psychological Well-Being among Korean Middle Aged Couples
  Susanna Joo; Hey Jung Jun; Sun Kyung Wang

• 229. Gender, Sibling Ties, and Sociological Ambivalence for Caregiving Sons in Japan
  Ryo Hirayama

• 231. Culture and Caregiving for Older Adults in India: A Qualitative Study
  Benjamin D. Capistrant; Subharati Ghosh; Greta Friedemann-Sanchez; Paul Kowal; Arvind Mathur

• 232. Productive Activity Profiles and Depressive Symptoms of Urban Chinese Elderly: Evidence From a National Survey
  Huiying Liu; Vivian W. Q. Lou

• 233. Analysis of Personal Networks of the Elderly in Japan
  Satoshi Watanabe; Hirohide Shibutani; Harumasa Yoshimura; Atsushi Kokubo

• 263. The Effect of Depressive Symptoms and Antidepressant Use on Subsequent Physical Decline and Number of Hospitalizations in Nursing Home Residents: a Nine-Year Longitudinal Study
  Hao Luo; Jennifer Y. Tang; Gloria H.Y. Wong; Chunhua Chen; Terry Y. Lum; Vivian W. Q. Lou

• 272. Dietary Patterns and Abdominal Obesity in Japanese Middle-aged and Elderly Men
  Tomoko Ito; Kumpei Tanisawa; Xiaomin Sun; Shizuo Sakamoto; Mitsuru Higuchi

• 275. Dietary Variety and Anemia among Community-dwelling Elderly Japanese
  Yuri Yokoyama; Mariko Nishi; Hiroshi Murayama; Hidenori Amano; Yu Taniguchi; Satoshi Seino; Yukari Kawano; Shoji Shinkai

• 300. The Retirement Satisfaction of Korean Retirees by the Types of Retirement
  Meeryoung Kim; HyeKyung Suh

• 304. Pathways to Constructing the Life Stage of Retirement in Urban China: Qualitative Analysis of Chinese Retirees’ Daily Experiences
  Jiayin Liang

• 307. Effects of Job Insecurity on Korean Baby Boomers’ Physical Symptoms: The Moderating Role of Mastery
  Eunkyung Chung; Jung-Hwa Ha; Gyounghae Han

• 326. Psychological Adjustment to Retirement: Preliminary Analyses on the Impacts of Pre-Retirement Planning and Resource Change
  Dannii Yeung

• 344. End of Life care treatment for older adults in Allahabad India: Physicians perspective
  Rashmi Gupta
ASIA

Thursday, November 19

8:30AM-10:00AM | Northern Hemisphere A2(D)
Global Aging and Long-Term Care Policy and Practice
• Political Economy, Virtues, and China’s Long-Term Care Policy and Practice
  Baozhen Luo; Yina Wan

8:30AM-10:00AM | Northern Hemisphere C (D)
Harnessing Family Strength: Caregiving for Persons Suffering From Neurocognitive Conditions
• Mediating Role of Self-Efficacy Between Burden and General Health in Family Caregivers for Dementia Patients in Mainland China
  Junfang Wang; Terry Y. Lum
• Family Caregivers’ Intention and Behavior of Nursing Home Application for People with Dementia
  On Fung Chan; Gloria H.Y. Wong; Terry Y. Lum

8:30AM-10:00AM | Oceanic 2 (D)
Services and Programs for Older Drivers in the Transition to Non-Driving
• Research on Older Drivers in Korea: A Critical Review
  Moon Choi; Suji Gim; Kitae Jang; Chihyung Jeon

8:30AM-10:00AM | Northern Hemisphere C(D)
Harnessing Family Strength: Caregiving for Persons Suffering From Neurocognitive Conditions
• Harnessing Family Strength: Caregiving for Persons Suffering from Neurocognitive Conditions
  Terry Y. Lum; Gloria H.Y. Wong
• Positive aspects of caregiving: Factor structure and association with depression and exemplary care
  Vivian W. Q. Lou; Bobo Lau; Karen S. Cheung
• Family Caregivers’ and Patients’ Experiences with First-ever Stroke Survivors in Hong Kong: What Contributed to Positive Recovery?
  Olive P. Yek; Vincent W. Lee; Vivian W. Q. Lou
• Mediating Role of Self-Efficacy Between Burden and General Health in Family Caregivers for Dementia Patients in Mainland China
  Junfang Wang; Terry Y. Lum

12:15PM-3:15PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 8. Physical environments for independent living by older Japanese depending on frailty
  Akiko NISHINO; Yuichi HIROSE; Mikihiro OIDA; Mari KIMATA; Toshio OTSUKI; Kazuhiko NISHIDE; Junichiro OKATA
• 58. Intergenerational Perception Change in Ten Years at a Japanese Elementary School
  Masataka Kuraoka
• 83. The Psycho-social Effects of a Modified Guided Autobiography Program in Taiwan
  Tsuann Kuo; Angel Lai; Yi-Hsiu Lin
• 93. Title: Information Technology Application in the Context of Rapid Aging Service Development : The Experience of China
  Lanning TIAN
• 94. Change in Older Adults’ Social Engagement From 2000 to 2010 in Urban China
  Lili Xie; Fengyan Tang; Xuehui Wang
• 97. Social Integration and Mortality: Gender Differences Among Older Adults In Singapore
  Shannon Ang; Angelique Chan
• 110. Does the Amount of Volunteering Improve Self-rated Health?
  Taeko Nakashima; Daisuke Watanabe; Shino Sawaoka; Shinichi Ogami
121. Multimodal Exercise Improves Cognitive Function and Brain Activation Efficiency in Older Adults
Shu Nishiguchi; Minoru Yamada; Kaoru Sekiyama; Toshikazu Kawagoe; Nobuhito Abe; Yuki Otsuka; Tomoki Aoyama; Tadao Tsuboyama

158. Development of a Picture Inventory for Cross-cultural Research in Aging
Michael C. Chan; Helene Fung; Nhi Ngo; Derek M. Isaacowitz

173. Cross-generational Dialogue through Life Stories
Alice M. Chong

180. Older Adults’ Loneliness, Intergenerational Coresidence, and Mortality in Japan
Emiko Takagi; Yasuhiro Saito

181. Effects of relationship with grandchildren on mental health of Japanese elderly persons
Hayato Uchida; Toshio Nishigaki; Yoshiaki Eguchi; Koji Fukuda; Hideki Toji; Jiro Kuroda

200. A public health approach for frailty prevention in community and its impact upon healthy aging in Japan
Shoji Shinkai; Mariko Nishi; Yu Taniguchi; Hiroshi Murayama; Hidenori Amano; Yu Nofuji; Satoshi Seino; Yoshinori Fujiwara

201. Alcohol Consumption and Symptoms of Depression Among Older Adults in China
Yujun Liu; Yimeng Xie; Nancy Brossoie; Karen A. Roberto

221. An Ecological Study of The Relationship Between Online Health Information Seeking Behavior And Mortality Rates In Taiwan
Yi-Han Hu; Ching-Ju Chiu

231. Issues of Long Term Care Workers in Korea: Unintended Consequences of the Long Term Care Insurance Program
Kyong Hee Chee; Hyun Ji Lee

251. Life Events and Psychological Well-being: Its Implications for Male and Female Elderly
Yujie Sui

263. Knowledge Gaps in Oral Health Awareness: Findings from an Internet Survey in Japan
Hiroshi Ueda; Mitsugu Kanda; Mojgan Sami; Hiroki Wakabayashi; Toshiaki Kawabata; Teruhisa Toyokawa

266. Do China’s New Rural Pension Scheme Crowd Out Private Transfers? Evidence from CHARLS
Taichang Chen

Jiyoung Lyu; Hae-Young Kim

300. Successful Aging Among Chinese Centenarians in Hong Kong: A Multidimensional Approach
Bobo Hi Po Lau; Karen S. Cheung

303. Personality Traits and Subjective Well-Being Among Older Couples in Japan
Hideki Okabayashi

353. Measuring Institutional Capacity in Japan for Older Volunteers: Focusing on Colleges of Third Age
Li-Mei Chen

365. Productive Activities and Depression among Chinese and Korean Older Adults: Cross-national Comparison
Sae Hwang Han; Ping Xu; Bon Kim

1:30PM-3:00PM | Oceanic 1 (D)
ESPO/International Task Force Symposium: Transition and Progress of Community-Based Programs

- Transitioning from Institutional Care to Community Care: Case examples from the United States and Japan
Yihan Wang

- The Psycho-social Impact of Life Review Groups in Taiwan
Tsuann Kuo
### ASIA

#### 1:30PM-3:00PM | Northern Hemisphere A4 (D)
**Chronic Disease Management**
- Poverty and the trajectory of multimorbidity among older Koreans  
  BoRin Kim; Sojung Park; Soojung Kim

#### 1:30PM-3:00PM | Asia 4 (D)
**Transitional Care for Older Adults: Bringing Functional Status to the Forefront**
- The RECOVER Trial in Rural China  
  Janet Prvu Bettger

#### 1:30PM-3:00 PM | Northern Hemisphere A2(D)
**Changing Paradigm of Eldercare in a Rapidly Aging Asian City: The Hong Kong Scenario**
- From Recipient to Participant Societies: Social Policy Agenda for Aging Asia  
  Terry Y. Lum; Michelle H. Shum
- Empowerment-based Elderly Healthcare: Dementia-friendly Community and Peer Coaching for Frailty Intervention  
  Gloria H.Y. Wong; Terry Y. Lum
- Piloting Empowerment-based Social Policy: Voucher and Carer Allowance Schemes in Hong Kong  
  Terry Y. Lum; Michelle H. Shum

#### 1:30PM-3:00PM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
**Adult Protection and Elder Abuse 2**
- Depression moderates the frailty-subjective health relationship among centenarians.  
  Bobo Hi Po Lau; Peter Martin; Joseph Shiu-Kwong Kwan; Feng Zhao; Karen S. Cheung

### 3:30PM-5:00PM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
**Frailty, Functioning, and Subjective Health Among Very Old Adults: Results From Four Centenarian Studies**
- Frailty Still Matters for Health and Survival in Centenarians: The Case of China  
  Danan Gu; Qiushi Feng
- Sex differences of the effects of frailty factors to mental health and subjective health in Japanese centenarians  
  Yukie Masui; Yasuyuki Gondo; Hiroki Inagaki; Takeshi Nakagawa; Marina Kozono; Yasumichi Arai; D. Craig Willcox; Yasuhiko Saito
- Conceptualizing Frailty as a Multidimensional Construct: Findings From the Hong Kong Centenarian Study  
  Bobo Hi Po Lau; Joseph Shiu-Kwong Kwan; Karen S. Cheung

### 3:30PM-5:00PM | Northern Hemisphere A2(D)
**Community-Based Care Management Development to Support Future Long-Term Care Insurance in Taiwan**
- Community-Based Care Management Development to Support Future Long-Term Care Insurance in Taiwan  
  Ye Fan W. Glavin; Richard Browdie; Su-Wen Teng
- Considerations for Organizing and Managing a system of Long Term Care Services in Taiwan, R.O.C.  
  Richard Browdie

### 3:30PM-5:00PM | Europe 5 (D)
**Individual- and Community-Level Risk Factors for Suicide in Older Adults Across Multiple Countries**
- Village Characteristics and Suicide Mortality in Rural China: An Ecological Study  
  Lydia Li; Hongwei Xu; Jinyu Liu; Zhenmei Zhang
8:00AM-9:30AM | Oceanic 4 (D)

Family 3
- Caring for Grandchildren and Depressive Symptoms among Grandparents in China Urban and Rural Areas
  ZHAOWEN CHENG; Jinjing Wu

10:00AM-1:00 PM | Atlantic Hall (D)

- 31. Later Life Work Among Men in China: Findings From the WHO Study on Global AGEing and Adult Health
  Huajuan Chen; Ada C. Mui; Nan Jiang; Yuekang Li; Yalu Zhang
- 33. Work and Life Satisfaction among a Nationally Representative Older Adult Sample in China
  Ada C. Mui; Huajuan Chen; Nan Jiang; Yuekang Li; Yalu Zhang
- 34. Factors Associated with Work among Older People Without Pension in China
  Nan Jiang; Huajuan Chen; Ada C. Mui; Yalu Zhang; Yuekang Li
  Jean W. Yeung; Qiushi Feng
- 61. Associations between Physical Functioning and Social Contacts among Older Adults in Korea: The Moderating Effect of Perceived Life Expectancy
  Eunkyung Chung; Yumi Shin; Sol Baik; Jung-Hwa Ha
- 78. Gender differences in risk factors for cardiac damages in elderly patients with cardiovascular diseases
  Xiaojuan Bai; Wangda Xu; Lulu Han
- 89. Interactive Effects of Age and 24-Hour Blood Pressure Variability on Left Ventricular Hypertrophy; Data from the Korean Ambulatory Blood Pressure (KOR-ABP) Registry
  SOL-JI YOON; Jung-Yeon Choi; Kwang-il Kim; Hee-Won Jung; Sun-Wook Kim; Cheol-Ho Kim
  Keiko Katagiri
- 148. Factors associated with depressive symptoms in urban older adults in mainland China: The role of health, support, and social engagement
  Fei Sun; Yu Guo; Meirong Liu; Xiang Gao
- 150. Suicidal thoughts and behaviors Among Older Adults in China: Findings from the WHO Study on Global AGEing and Adult Health (SAGE).
  Duy Nguyen; Huajuan Chen; Ada C. Mui
- 153. The Impact of Social Support on Health Outcome for the Elderly Living Alone or with Spouse Only in China
  Xiaoting LIU; Zhixin Feng
- 165. Determinants of Social Participation Activities (SPA) Among the Elderly Persons in Korea: Analysis of the Korean Logitudinal Study of Aging (KLoSA), Implications, and Future Research Directions
  Junsoo Hur
- 206. Scales for Measuring Community Commitment and Self-Efficacy for Watching Elderly Neighbors in Korea
  Ayumi Kono; Jeung-Im Kim; Yukiko Kanaya
- 251. Effects of Resistance Training on Muscle Damaged Index and Aging-Related Hormones in Korean Obese Women
  So Young Shin; Byung Ho Jang; Koun Soo Shin
- 253. Association of High Body Fat Percentage with Slow Gait Speed in Elderly Japanese
  Tomoko Fujita; Ayumi Kono
- 259. A Prospective Study on Body Composition Indices and Active Life Expectancy in Older Japanese
  Satoshi Seino; Yu Taniguchi; Mariko Nishi; Hiroshi Murayama; Hidenori Amano; Yu Nofuji; Yoshinori Fujiiwa; Shoji Shinkai
- 262. Joint Association of Physical Activity and Dietary Protein Intake With Sarcopenia in Japanese Women
  Ryoko Kawakami; Haruka Murakami; Kiyoshi Sanada; Yoko Gando; Susumu S. Sawada; Mitsuru Higuchi; Motohiko Miyachi
• 267. Semiotic Analysis for a Case of Former Korean Sexual Slavery during World War II
  Jee Hoon Park; Michelle Hand

• 296. The longitudinal effects of Internet use on depression among Korean older adults: Roles of employment and social relationship satisfaction
  Myoung-Yong Kim; Hey Jung Jun

• 312. Evaluating the Implementation Effectiveness of Senior Learning Academies in Taiwan
  Lin Li-Hui; Chang Yu-Chien

• 326. Development of Homecare Interdisciplinary Team Training Program for Health Care Professionals in Japan: Evaluation of the Effects of One Year after the Program.
  Yoshiko Matsumoto; Satoru Yoshie; Rumiko Tsuchiya; Shohei Kawagoe; Satoshi Hirahara; Takashi Yamanaka; Katsuya Iijima; Tetsuo Tsuji

• 327. A Typology of Family Caregivers who Abuse Older Persons with Dementia.
  Elsie C.W. Yan

• 347. The New Role of Care Manager Toward Promoting Aging-In-Place of Elderly Experienced The Great East Japan Earthquake
  Nanami Suzuki

1:00PM-2:30PM | Northern Hemisphere C (D)
Post-Acute Care Development - Shared Learning Between the U.S. and Taiwan

• Developing post-acute care services in Taiwan
  Liang-Kung Chen

• The Post-Acute Care Demonstration for Stroke in Taiwan
  DerSheng Han; FukTan Tang

• Need Assessment of Taiwan’s Post-Acute-Care, an Evidence-based Analysis in Reference of the U.S. Experiences
  YEN NI HUNG

1:00PM-2:30PM | Northern Hemisphere E4(D)
Family Caregiving Resilience in an Asian Context

• Caring for Frail Elders With Cerebrovascular Disease and Family Caregivers’ Subjective Well-Being: The Role of Positive Coping
  Nan Lu; Vivian W. Q. Lou

• Voices of Stroke Spousal Caregivers on Positive Aspects of Caregiving
  Esther O. Chow; Yuk Yi Wong

• Does Sense of Coherence Make a Difference to the Dementia Caregiving Experience?
  Doris S. Yu; Terry Y. Lum; Vivian W. Q. Lou; Kai Chow Choi; Timothy Kwok; Jacky Choy

• Caregiving Satisfaction of the Primary Caregivers of Older Adults using Long-term Home Care Services in Korea
  Jung Hee Jo; Gwi-Ryung Hong; Hye-Young Jang

1:00PM-2:30PM | Europe 7 (D)
Long-Term Care in China: Perspectives From Older Adults, Staff, and Paid Domestic Helpers

• Long-Term Care in China: Perspectives From Older Adults, Staff, and Paid Domestic Helpers
  Bei Wu; Eileen Sullivan-Marx

• Domestic helpers caring for older adults in China: A systematic review
  Jing Wang; Bei Wu
• Challenges Facing Older Adults in Their Adaptation to Residential Life in China’s Long-Term Care Facilities  
   Jing Wang; Bei Wu; Junqiao Wang; Yuling Cao; Shoumei Jia

1:00PM-2:30PM | Asia 2 (D)  
**Quality of Life for Vulnerable Elders: U.S. and Spanish Perspectives on Culture and Context**  
• Cross-sectional investigation on the risk factors of empty nesters’ cognitive dysfunction in Sichuan Province  
   Defen Shu

1:00PM-3:00PM | Asia 4 (D)  
**East Meets West: Addressing Challenges to Nutritional Inadequacies**  
• Vitamin D supplementation and muscle function in elderly in China  
   Jianqin Sun

3:00PM-4:30PM | Asia 1 (D)  
**Lifelong Effects: Early Life Experiences Shape Adult Health and Perspectives**  
• The Influence of Childhood Health and Early Life Experience on Adult Health and Wellbeing: Evidence from China  
   Cathy H. Gong; Hal Kendig; Merril Silverstein

3:00PM-4:30PM | Europe 5 (D)  
**Mental Health 3**  
• Longitudinal Association of Age Identity and Depressive Symptoms: Evidence From the Sample Survey on Aged Population in Urban/Rural China  
   Kun Liang

5:00PM-6:30PM | Europe 9 (D)  
**Managing Pain**  
• Preliminary Results of Implementation of Observational Pain Management Protocol: A Cluster-RCT  
   Justina Y. Liu; Claudia K. Lai

• Peer-Led Pain Management Program for Frail Nursing Home Residents: Does it work?  
   Mimi M. TSE

5:00PM-6:30PM | Asia 5 (D)  
**Cognition 1**  
• Daytime Napping and Cognition in Chinese Older Adults: Evidence From the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study National Baseline  
   Junxin Li; Pamela Cacchione; Nancy Hodgson; Barbara Riegel; Brendan Keenan; Matthew Scharf; Nalaka Gooneratne
8:00AM-9:30AM | Northern Hemisphere E1(D)
Chronic Disease Management
• Economic Development, Environmental Hazards and Health in Late Life: Evidence From a National Longitudinal Study of Chinese Older Adults
  Jiaan Zhang

8:00AM-9:30AM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
Aging, Beliefs, and Social Perception
• The Dark Side of Pension: Can Pension Cause Negative Attitude Toward Older Adults?
  Xin Zhang; Xuan Song; Fei Wang

8:00AM-10:00AM | Europe 6 (D)
Aging, Lifelong Processes, and Multiple Morbidity: East Meets West on Nursing Care Management
• Helping Family Caregivers to Cope with Behavioral Problems of Elders with Dementia: an Action Research in Beijing China
  Su Zhang; Peng Chen; Yu Liu
• Correlates of health needs based on home and facility care with health service utilization among long-term care older adults in China
  Liping Jiang; Yali Chen; Yipao Chen; Zhiqin Yin
• Strengthening the Continuity of Care for Older Seniors from Hospitals to Community and Home: Needs-based Training for Caregivers and Community Nurses
  Cheng Yun

11:45AM-2:45PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 59. Korean Osteoarthritis Patients’ Experiences over Time of Community-Based Multifaceted Intervention
  Yang-Heui Ahn
• 63. Singapore Programme for Integrated Care of the Elderly (SPICE): Findings From the Programme Evaluation
  Lizhen Huang; Chun Keong Ho; Irwin C. Chung; Loong Mun Wong; Jason Cheah; Hui Xian, Sheryl Ng; Choon Huat, Gerald Koh

• 67. The Effectiveness of Transitional Care Services for Improving Quality of Life of Older Stroke Patients after Discharge from Hospital
  Ying Zhou; Vivian W. Q. Lou; On Fung Chan; Mandy Lau

• 97. A Randomized Controlled Trial of a Benefit-finding Intervention for Chinese Alzheimer Caregivers
  Sheung-tak Cheng

• 133. Altruism or Reciprocity? Effects of Grandchildren Caring on the Quality of Life of Older People in China
  Juanjuan Sun

• 135. Family Intergenerational Non-time Transfers in China: New Evidence from CHARLS
  Yi Wang; Huei-Wern Shen; Nancy Morrow-Howell

• 138. The bio-psycho-social burdens of family caregivers after the institutionalization of their parents in Taiwan
  HSIN-YING TSOU; Tsuann Kuo

• 147. Do Health Behaviors Affect the Trajectory of Body Mass Index Over Time? A 19-year Longitudinal Study of Older Japanese
  Hiroshi Murayama; Jersey Liang; Benjamin A. Shaw; Anda Botoseneanu; Erika Kobayashi; Hiroko Akiyama; Shoji Shinkai

• 156. Older adults’ learning and adaption to information technology in the US and South Korea
  E. Othelia Lee; Hyunsook Yoon; Do-Hong Kim; Kyoung Ah Beum; Yeongja Gim

• 162. A Reexamination of Six Determinants of Progression of Functional Disability Among Older Adults, Using Latent Growth Curve Modeling
  Ya-Mei Chen
• 193. The Trajectory of Health and Its Associated Factors: Findings from the Korean Social Welfare Panel Study from 2006 to 2013
  Sang K. Kahng; Sungyong Kim; Sangeun Cho; Byoungsoo Kim; Chang Min Yoo; Eunseok Jeong
• 203. The Role of Travel in Later Life Satisfaction among Chinese Older People in Hong Kong
  Xue Bai; Daniel Lai; Kam Hung
• 207. A Study of Impacts of Migration on Health and Well-being in Later Life in China -Evidence from the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS)
  Bo Hou; James Nazroo; James Banks; Alan Marshall
• 212. Endurance Training has Lowering Effect on Serum FGF21 Level in Japanese Elderly Men
  Hirokazu Taiguchi; Kumpei Tanisawa; Xiaomin Sun; Takafumi Kubo; Mitsuru Higuchi
• 223. Effects of social activities on the concept of “life worth living (ikigai)” in Japanese older adults
  Hiroto Yoshida; Shouzoh Ueki; Go Inuzuka; Takahiro Satoh; Kiyomi Morita; Hiroshi Haga
• 224. Effects of a Volunteer-managed Group Activity on Physical Function in Community-dwelling Older Women
  Ayane Sato; Keisuke Fuji; Mikiko Kusuda; JaeHoon Seol; Naruki Kitano; Tomohiro Okura
• 225. Living Alone and the Risk of Long-term Care in Japanese Older Adults
  Keisuke Fuji; Ayane Sato; Shoko Kunika; Takashi Jindo; Naruki Kitano; Kenji Tsunoda; Tomohiro Okura
• 241. Exploring the Organizational Culture in Dementia Care Settings in Taiwan
  Chih-ling Liou
• 242. Evaluation of Education Programs to Reduce Physical Restraint Use in Korean Nursing Homes
  Eunhi Kong; EunJin Song
• 243. An evaluation of old-age policies in South Korea
  HEE SEUNG LEE
• 244. Factors affecting attitudes to Advance Directives in Korean Elderly
  Jieun Lee; Hyun Jung Park; Dong Wook Shin; Ki Young Son; Jae-Young Lim; Misoon Song; Yeon Hwan Park; Belong Cho
• 284. The Contributing Factors of Post Laparotomy Pain in Geriatric Population
  Shu-Hui Wang; Tsyr-Huei Chang; Jing-Yi Wu
• 311. Home Modifications to Improve Occupational Performance and Fear of Falling in Rural Korean Elderly
  Hansol Kim; Soo Hyun Park; Minye Jung
• 312. Geographical Factors In Siting Providers Of Long-term Care In Japanese Municipalities
  Kyoungmin KIM; Akiko NISHINO; Toshio OTSUKI; Kazuhiko NISHIDE
• 317. Reliability and Validity of Japanese Version of Alzheimer’s Disease Knowledge Scale
  Takashi Amano; Katsuo Yamanaka; Brian D. Carpenter
• 326. Regular Physical Activity among China’s Older Adults in Beijing Chaoyang District
  Dongmin Wang; Gong Chen
• 348. Intergenerational Relationships and Preparation for Future Care among Chinese Baby Boomers
  Yajun Song; Elsie C.W. Yan
• 351. The Impact of Labor Force Participation on Depression Among Korean Older Adults: Focusing on The Gender Differences in Mediating Effect of Self-Esteem
  Sookyung Yoon
• 370. Factors Related to Emotional Exhaustion of Care Managers for the Elderly in Japan
  Hyoseung Bae; Shinich Okada
• 372. Age and Credit Default in China -- the Responsibilities of the Sandwich Generation
  Huacen Xu; Heying J. Zhan; Yue Yin
1:00PM-2:30PM | Northern Hemisphere E4(D)
Family Caregiving
- Grandparents Providing Grandchild Care: Implications for Economic Preparation for Later Life in Korea
  Hye Jin Kim; Tracey A. LaPierre; Rosemary K. Chapin
- The Influence of Caregivers’ Characteristics and Care Recipients’ Earlier Utilization on Formal Long Term Care Services Utilization in Singapore
  Wayne F. Chong; Ye Li; Angelique Chan

1:00PM-2:30PM | Oceanic 5 (D)
Advancing Research on Neighborhoods and Older Adults’ Health and Well-Being to Inform Local Policy
- Community-level SES and Depressive Symptoms Among Older Adults in China: Pathways and Rural-Urban Differences
  Lydia Li; Hongwei Xu; Jinyu Liu; Zhenmei Zhan

1:00PM-3:00PM | Oceanic 6 (D)
Designing and Delivering Home and Community-Based Services: East Meets West
- Comparison of Two Service Models of Adult Day Care Center in Taiwan
  Pau-Ching Lu
- The Evaluation of the Community-based Care Sites: An Innovative Model in Taiwan
  Tsuann Kuo; Yi-Hsiu Lin
- Factors of Job Satisfaction among Home Care Workers in Taiwan: A Multilevel Modeling
  Yu-Chih Chen; Pau-Ching Lu

1:00PM-2:30PM | Europe 9 (D)
End-of-Life Issues 2
- Development of an end-of-life care knowledge scale for gerontological nurses in Japan: a preliminary analysis
  Akemi Okumura; Hiroki Hukahori; Sachiko Yoshioka

3:00PM-4:30PM | Northern Hemisphere A1(D)
Aging and Environment
- A Study on Constructing Indicators of Age-Friendly City in Taiwan
  Lin Li-Hui

3:00PM-4:30PM | Asia 3 (D)
Dementia 1
- Does Social Capital Reduce the Risk of Dementia among Older Japanese in the community: JAGES study
  Kokoro Shirai; Hiroyasu Iso; Ichiro Kawachi; Takeo Fujiwara; Jun Aida; Tami Saito; Toshiyuki Ojima; Katsunori Kondo

3:00PM-4:30PM | Asia 4 (D)
Clinical Interventions Track: Oral Health in Middle-Aged and Older Adults: Findings From International Studies
- Social Stratification, Oral Hygiene Behavior and Oral Health Status Among Older Adults in China
  Ying Zhang; Bei Wu; Hanzhang Xu; Ruibo Cheng; Lu Liu

3:00PM-4:30PM | Europe 4 (D)
Technology Applications and the Health of Older Adults: Findings From CREATE
- Information Technology Application in the Context of Rapid Aging Service Development: The Experience of China
  Lanning Tian

3:00PM-4:30PM | Northern Hemisphere A4(D)
Late-Life Depression and Suicidal Behavior in China: Risk Factors and Promising Treatment
- Late-Life Depression and Suicidal Behavior in China: Risk Factors and Promising Treatment
  Lydia Li
- Community facilities and depressive symptoms of older adults in China
  Jinyu Liu; Lydia Li; Zhenmei Zhang; Hongwei Xu
5:00PM-6:30PM | Northern Hemisphere A2(D)
Population Aging and Healthcare: Comparative Research and Cross-Cultural Perspective
• Development of Long-Term Care Insurance in China and South Korea
  Baozhen Luo; Nayoung Kim
• Empty Nests Are Not That Empty: Reestimating the Effect of Empty-Nest on Older Adults’ Subjective Quality of Life in Mainland China
  Minzhi Ye; Wenxuan Huang

5:00PM-6:30PM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
Cross-Cultural and Cross-National
• Constitution of Educational Inequality in Subjective Well-Being among Older Adults in India and China: Assessing the Significance of Occupation
  Tirth Bhatta; Wenxuan Huang; Nirmala Lekhak

5:00PM-6:30PM | Oceanic 4 (D)
Life Course and Developmental Change
• Childhood Disadvantages and Age Trajectories of Frailty in China: A Life Course Approach
  Zhenhua Xu
8:00AM-9:30AM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
Health and Well-Being Among Aging Chinese: Findings From the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS)
- Do Chinese and Americans Rate Their Health Similarly?
  Yuan Zhang; Eileen Crimmins
- Health and Labor Supply in Rural China
  Yaoyao Zhu
- Awareness, Control and Management of Diabetes among Middle-aged and Elderly Chinese
  Yang Shen; Yuan Zhang; Jung Ki Kim; Peifeng Hu; Yaohui Zhao; John Strauss; Eileen Crimmins
- Use of Health Care Service among Older Chinese Adults
  Hyewon Kang; Yuan Zhang; Jennifer A. Ailshire; Eileen Crimmins

8:00AM-9:30AM | Northern Hemisphere A3(D)
Ensuring Occupational Well-Being in Long-Term Care Professionals
- Perceived Efficacy in End-of-Life Care Provision among Japanese Long-Term Care Staff
  Sayaka Kubota; Shinichi Sato

8:00AM-9:30AM | Southern Hemisphere V (D)
The Health and Ageing in Adults With Down Syndrome (HAADS) Study
- Comparison of the Peak Bone Mineral Density in Adults with and without Down Syndrome
  Terry Y. Lum; Hao Luo; Jennifer Y. Tang; Glen M. Joe; Gloria H.Y. Wong; Michael Tse
- Differential Age-related Change in Bone Mineral Density and Total Body Lean Mass between Adults with and without Down Syndrome
  Michael Tse; Jennifer Y. Tang; Hao Luo; Gloria H.Y. Wong; Glen M. Joe; Terry Y. Lum

- Gender Difference in Bone Mineral Density, Cardiovascular Fitness, and Muscle Strength in Adults with Down Syndrome
  Jennifer Y. Tang; Gloria H.Y. Wong; Hao Luo; Mandy Lau; Glen M. Joe; Michael Tse; Terry Y. Lum
2:30PM-4:00PM | Europe 9 (D)
Long Life Family Study: Determinants of Healthy Aging
- The Health of Spouses Marrying into Longevity-Enriched Families (Denmark)
  Jacob K. Pedersen; Irma T. Elo;
  P J Eric Stallard; Anatoliy I. Yashin;
  Kaare Christensen

4:30PM-6:00PM | Oceanic 3 (D)
Agency, the State, and Active Ageing: Inequality and Precariousness in the Construction of Old Age
- Active Ageing and Extended Working Life Policies: Gender Considerations in the USA and Ireland
  Aine Ni Leime
- Precarious or Active Ageing: Competing or Complementary Paradigms in the Social Construction of Later Life
  Christopher Phillipson, Amanda Grenier
- Age and Gender Inequalities, and Active Aging Policy: The Example of Switzerland
  Toni Calasanti, Marion Repetti
- Ageing and the Social Recognition of Agency
  Jan Baars
- Old Age Policy and the State: Agency, Dominance, and Resistance
  Carroll Estes

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 37. So Old, however Playful and Childish!
The discourses of age and ageing at senior camps in Sweden
  Janicke Andersson; Lisa Ekstam; Gabriella Nilsson
- 72. Epigenetics and Bone Status: a Twin Study with Emphasis on the FOXO3A Region
  Mette Soerensen; Lena Erbs; Morten Frost; Qihua Tan; Kaare Christensen; Lene Christiansen
- 136. Care Goals and End-of-life Treatment Decisions in Dying with Dementia in The Netherlands
  Simone A. Hendriks; Martin Smalbrugge; Luc Deliens; Raymond T.C.M. Koopmans; Bregje Onwuteaka-Philipsen; Cees M. Hertogh; Jenny T. van der Steen
- 173. A Comparison of Elder Cohousing in Europe and the United States
  Anne P. Glass; Jung Shin Choi
- 210. Protein Intake Predicts Changes in Lean Mass in Elderly After a 12-Week Resistance Exercise Program (Iceland)
  Milan Chang; Alfons Ramel; Olof G. Geirsdottir; Palmi V. Jonsson; Inga Thorsdottir
8:30AM-10:00AM | Oceanic 5 (D)
Minority and Diverse Populations 2
• Cohort Changes in Attitudes about Gay Men and Lesbians in 16 European Countries
  Stephen J. Cutler; Nick Danigelis; Melissa Hardy

8:30AM-10:00AM | Oceanic 5 (D)
An Intervention to Support Persons With Early-Stage Dementia and Their Family Care Partners: Adapted Versions Targeted for Individual Dyads, Dyad Groups, Heart Failure Dyads, and Dutch Families in the Netherlands
• Support, Health, Activities, Resources, and Education: The SHARE Intervention for Persons with Early-Stage Dementia and Their Care Partners
  Sarah Szabo, Elia Femia, Silvia Orsulic-Jeras, Carol Whittlatch
• Experiences of Early-Stage Dyads Facing Dementia in a Group-Based Intervention: The EPIC Program
  David Coon
• Shared Care Partners Intervention for Individuals with Heart Failure and Their Care Partner
  Margaret Sebern
• Development and Evaluation of a Dutch Version of SHARE: An Intervention for Community-Dwelling People With Dementia and Their Caregivers
  Iris van Asch, Maaike Doornaar, Anne Margriet Pot

1:30PM-3:00PM | Northern Hemisphere E3(D)
Friendships 1
• Older People's Health Related to the Emotions of Household Members (Austria)
  Catherine Bowen; Marc Luy

3:30PM-5:00PM | Americas Seminar (D)
Cognition 1
• Patterns of Heterogeneity in Cognitive Change: Growth Mixture Model Analyses in Nine European Samples
  Magnus Lindwall; Graciela Muniz; Annie Robitaille

3:30PM-5:00PM | Asia 1 (D)
Individual Development Is Shaped by Historical Contexts: Cohort Differences in the Second Half of Life
• Cohort Differences in Well-Being in Older Adults
  Angelina Sutin, Antonio Terracciano
• Birth- and Death-Cohort Differences in Well-Being: Historical Improvements Do Not Hold in Late Life
  Gizem Hulur, Nilam Ram, Denis Gerstorf
• Personal Network Size and Network Stability in Four Birth Cohorts
  Theo van Tilburg
• Secular Changes in Cognitive Trajectories: A Comparison of Birth Cohorts Followed Between 70 and 79 Years of Age
  Valgeir Thorvaldsson, Peter Karlsson, Boo Johansson
3:30PM-5:00PM | Asia 2 (D)
Technology and Transportation
• Older Adults and Emerging E-government Services in Denmark
  Anu Siren; Sine G. Knudsen

3:30PM-5:00PM | Europe 5 (D)
Individual- and Community-Level Risk Factors for Suicide in Older Adults Across Multiple Countries
• Health Conditions and Suicidal Ideation in the Survey of Health, Ageing, and Retirement in Europe
  Julie Lutz; Kimberly Morton; Nicholas A. Turiano; Amy Fiske

3:30PM-5:00PM | Europe 9 (D)
Physical Activity 1
• Effect of Moderate-high Intensity Aerobic Exercise in Patients with Alzheimer’s disease
  Nanna A. Sobol; Kristine Hoffmann; Kristian Frederiksen; Asmus Vogel; Steen Hassalbalch; Gunhild Waldemar; Nina Beyer
• Outdoor Physical Activity, Fish Oil and Vitamin D in Older Icelandic Adults.
  Olof G. Geirsdottir; Alfons Ramel; Milan Chang; Palmi V. Jonsson; Inga Thorsdottir

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 23. Alcohol Consumption and Risk of Dementia up to 27 Years Later in a Large, Population-Based Sample: The HUNT Study, Norway
  Ellen M. Langballe; Helga Ask; Jostein Holmen; Eystein Stordal; Ingvild Saltvedt; Geir Selbaek; Arvid Fikseaunet; Kristian Tambs
• 56. The Association of Grip Strength from Midlife Onwards with Cause-Specific Mortality Over 19 years of Follow-up: The Tromsø Ageing Study
  Bjoern Heine Strand; Rachel Cooper; Nina Emaus

• 212. Qualitative Evaluation of a Specialized Alzheimer Team’s Intervention in 2013
  Alix Netter; Arnaud Campeon; Aline Corvol; Dominique Somme
• 330. The association of involuntary retirement and psychological health in the Health, Aging and Retirement Transition in Sweden (HEARTS) study
  Georg Henning; Magnus Lindwall; Boo Johansson
8:00AM-9:30AM | Europe 7 (D)
Treatment Fidelity in Behavior Change Research Among Older Adults
- Opening The Black-box Of Intervention Delivery By Nurses During A Complex Intervention Trial: What Did The Nurse Do? (Netherlands)
  Nienke Bleijenberg; Valerie H. ten Dam; Irene Drubbel; Mattijs E. Numans; Niek de Wit; Marieke Schuurmans

1:00PM-2:30PM | Oceanic 3 (D)
Wisdom and the Life Course
- ‘Life-Course Meaning’ in Gerontological Literature and its Relations to Wisdom in Empirical Research (Ireland, the UK, the US, Germany and Austria)
  Ricca Edmondson

1:00PM-2:30PM | Asia 2 (D)
Quality of Life for Vulnerable Elders: U.S. and Spanish Perspectives on Culture and Context
- A Comparison of QoL Profiles of Vulnerable Elders in Spain and the US
  M. João Forjaz; Greg Arling; Carmen Rodriguez Blazquez; Alba Ayala Garcia; Kathleen Abrahamson; Gloria Fernández-Mayoralas; Fermina Rojo-Perez; Maria-Eugenia Prieto-Flores
- Racial/Ethnic Differences in QoL for Older Adults: The Importance of Looking Beyond Individual-Level Predictors
  Tetyana Shippée, Carrie Henning-Smith, Robert Held, Robert Kane
- Assessing Quality of Life in Community Dwelling and Institutional Elders
  Carmen Rodriguez, Blazquez, M. Joao Forjaz, Fermina Rojo-Perez, Gloria Fernandez-Mayoralas, Maria-Eugenia, Prieto-Flores
- Nursing Resources, Special Care Units, and Quality of Life for Nursing Home Residents with Dementia
  Kathleen Abrahamson, Greg Arling, Defen Shu

3:00PM- 4:30PM | Oceanic 2 (D)
Research Perspectives on Humanities and Health Gerontology
- Aesthetic Health, Hospitals and Older People (Ireland)
  Desmond O’Neill; Hilary Moss; Claire Donnellan

5:00PM-6:30PM | Oceanic 3 (D)
Caregiving in Diverse Contexts
- Adult Children’s Caregiving Responsibilities to Older Mothers: Comparisons between Turkey and the U.S.
  Gulcin Con; J. J. Suitor; Megan Gilligan

5:00PM-6:30PM | Europe 6 (D)
Dementia and Delirium
- ApoE Gene and Lifestyle Interactions for Risk of Dementia Mortality (Norway)
  Bjoern Heine Strand; Tor A. Rosness; Knut Engeda; Per+ Magnus; Astrid L. Bergem; Henrik Schirmer; Espen Bjertness; Gun Peggy S. Knudsen

5:00PM-6:30PM | Oceanic 4 (D)
Aging as a Lifelong Process: How Lifelong Sibling Relationships (Including Twins) Affect Later Life
- Patterns of Sibling Cohabitation in Adulthood and Why it’s so Rare in Switzerland
  Marieke Voorpostel

10:00AM-1:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
43. Active Ageing and Ageism in European Policies: A Cross Cultural Comparison
  Joana M. Mendonça; Sibila Marques; Luana C. Ferreira; Susana Batel
48. Retirement Policies in Europe - News From the MOPACT Project
  Gerhard Naegle; Jürgen Bauknecht
165. Relationships in Later Life: Grandparents and Grandchildren
  Sigurveig H. Sigurdardottir; Sigrun Julisdsottir
• 230. Transition towards small-scale care for people with Korsakoff's disease: residents, formal and informal caregivers
  Bernadette M. Willemse; Sandra W. Geerlings; Anne Margriet Pot

• 252. Association Between Serum 25 Hydroxy Vitamin D and Lifestyle Factors Among Older Adults in Iceland (AGES-Reykjavík).
  Hrafnhildur Eymundsdóttir; Milan Chang; Palmi V. Jonsson; Lenore J. Launer; Mary Frances Cotch; Vilmundur Gudnason; Alfons Ramel

• 260. Body Composition and Risk Factors for Heart Disease in Free Living Elderly
  Alfons Ramel; Olof G. Geirsdottir; Milan Chang; Palmi V. Jonsson; Inga Thorsdottir

• 291. Development of an Internet-Based Intervention to Improve Self-Management Abilities and Well-being in Older Adults: a Pilot Study
  Iris F. van Asch; Femke Driehuis; Anne Margriet Pot

• 324. Satisfaction with Health among Older-Adults in Spain and Associated Factors
  Gloria Fernández-Mayoralas; Fermina Rojo-Perez; Vicente Rodriguez-Rodriguez; M. João Forjaz; Maria-Eugenia Prieto-Flores; Maria-Angeles Molina-Martinez; Diana Rincon-Velasco

• 325. Wellbeing and Residential Satisfaction among Older-Adults Aging at Home in Spain
  Fermina Rojo-Perez; Vicente Rodriguez-Rodriguez; Gloria Fernández-Mayoralas; Maria-Eugenia Prieto-Flores; M. João Forjaz; Maria-Angeles Molina-Martinez; Diana Rincon-Velasco

• 339. Diabetes and Depressive Symptoms in Older Age: Evidence From The Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing
  Siobhan Leahy; Neil O’ Leary; RoseAnne Kenny

• 345. Determinants of Social Participation: Differences Between Older Europeans in Good and in Poor Health
  Andrea Principi; Henrike Galenkamp; Stanisława Golinowska; Amilcar Moreira; Andrea Schmidt; Agnieszka Sowa; Dorly J. Deeg
Europe

Saturday, November 21

8:00AM-9:30AM | Asia 4 (D)
Clinical Interventions Track: Drinking, Fluid Intake, and Dehydration in Older People
• Thinking about Drinking: Identifying Drivers and Barriers to Hydration in Older Care Home Residents (United Kingdom)
  Diane K. Bunn; Lee Hooper; Fiona Poland

1:00PM-2:30PM | Asia 1 (D)
Emotions and Successful Aging
• Working in Retirement and Well-being: Does it Matter What you do and Why? (Netherlands)
  Hanna Van Solinge; Ellen Dingemans

3:00PM-4:30PM | Oceanic 1 (D)
Culture, Migration, and Aging: European Perspectives
• Age, Gender, and Migration Status on the Labour Market—Do Advantages and Disadvantages Accumulate as Workers Get Older? (Netherlands)
  Laura Romeu Gordo, Justyna Stypinska
• Transnational Family Relationships and Cultural Identity: Older Migrants in England and Wales
  Vanessa Burholt, Christine Dobbs, Christina Victor
• Loneliness Among Moroccan and Turkish Older Migrants in the Netherlands
  Theo van Tilburg, Tineke Fokkema
• Long-Term Care Among Elderly Migrants in Luxembourg: Aspects of Well-Being
  Anne Ramos, Ute Karl
• Past Experiences and Future Orientations of Portuguese Immigrants in Luxembourg
  Isabelle Albert, Stephanie Barros Coimbra, Dieter Ferring

3:00PM-4:30PM | Oceanic 5 (D)
Aging in Place/Out of Place: New Theoretical Directions for Environmental Gerontology
• Remaking Home: The Lived Experience of Older Adults in a Rural Irish Community
  Kieran Walsh; Graham D. Rowles

5:00PM-6:30PM | Americas Seminar (D)
International Perspectives on Gender and Health Implications of Longer Working Lives
• Extending Working Life in Ireland: Gender and Health Impacts
  Aine Ni Leime, Nata Duvvury
• Extended Working Life in Sweden: Gender and Occupation
  Clary Krekula
• Extended Working Lives or Precarious Passages to Retirement? Exploring Retirement in Germany: A Gender Perspective
  Anna Hokema

5:00PM-6:30PM | Northern Hemisphere E1(D)
From Urban Areas to Rural Communities: Tailoring Interventions for Rural Older Adults
• An Age Old Problem - Rural Transport
  Roger O’Sullivan

5:00PM-6:30PM | Southern Hemisphere V(D)
Economics, Employment, and Retirement
• Late-Life Work and Self-Perceived Health in the U.S. and Europe: Does Reporting Heterogeneity Matter?
  Eunhae Shin; Young Kyung Do; Aaron Hagedorn

5:00PM-6:30PM | Europe 6 (D)
Nurse Staffing, Work Practice Environment, and Quality of Care in Long-Term Care Facilities
• Leadership behavior in relation to person-centeredness and person-centered climate - A cross-sectional study in residential aged care in Sweden
  Annica C. Backman; Hugo Lövheim; Karin Sjogren; David Edvardsson
10:00AM-1:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)

- 22. Knowledge and Beliefs about Alzheimer’s Disease among Young and Older Adults in Poland
  Beata E. Bugajskia; Magdalena Leszko

- 168. Factors Associated With Hospitalization Among Older People in Sweden: Results From the SATSA Study
  Jenny Hallgren; Eleonor Fransson; Chandra A. Reynolds; Nancy L. Pedersen; Anna K. Dahl
Objectively Measured Physical Activity in Aging Populations: A Global Perspective

- Patterns of Function in Old Age: The Age, Gene/Environment Reykjavik Study (Iceland)
  - Tamara B. Harris; Annemarie Koster; Paolo Caserotti; Nanna Y. Arnardóttir; Thorarinn Sveinsson; Robert J. Brychta; Kong Y. Chen

Ensuring Occupational Well-Being in Long-Term Care Professionals

- Gender and the Occupational Well-Being in Long-Term Care Professionals in Switzerland
  - Jonathan Bennett; Karen Torben-Nielsen; Jeanne Berset; Stefanie Becker

Towards Rational Prescribing for Older People With Dementia: Understanding the Role of Gender

- Patterns of Drug Use Among People With Dementia in Sweden: The Role of Gender
  - Kristina Johnell

Anticipating the Retirement Experience: A Cross Cultural Perspective

- Anticipation of retirement in Italy, UK and US - expectations and plans
  - Andrea Principi; Deborah Smeaton; Kevin E. Cahill

Involuntary Treatment Prevalence and Associated Factors in Dementia Home Care in the Netherlands

- Jan Hamers, Michel Bleijlevens, Math Gulpers, Hilde Verbeek

Perceptions of Nursing Staff and Prevalence of Physical Restraint Use in Spain

- Emilio Fariña López, Gabriel Estévez-Guerra, Elizabeth Capezut

Alternatives for Physical Restraints: Results From Systematic Reviews for an Evidence-Based Guideline

- Ralph Möhler, Gabriele Meyer, Jens Abraham, Ramona Kupfer, Sascha Köpke
Wednesday, November 18

2:30PM-4:00PM | Oceanic 5 (D)
HIV and Aging Among Vulnerable Populations: HIV Risk, Disclosure, and Long-Term Care

- Older Persons with HIV in Home and Long-Term Care: Demographic, Clinical and Social Characteristics
  Andrea D. Foebel; Rita Lemick; Justin Wei-Yu Tai; John Hirdes

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)

- 131. Availability and Primary Health-Care Orientation of Dementia-Related Services in Rural Saskatchewan, Canada
  Debra G. Morgan; Julie Kosteniuk; Norma J. Stewart; Megan E. O’Connell; Andrew Kirk; Margaret Crossley; Vanina Dal Bello-Haas; Dorothy A. Forbes

- 257. Culture Change in Canadian Nursing Homes: Fidelity and Evaluation of the Neighbourhood Team Development Model
  Veronique M. Boscart; Souraya Sidani; Jenny Ploeg; George Heckman; Sherry Dupuis; Josie d’Avernas; Susan G. Brown; Linda Sheiban

- 366. A comparison of civic engagement correlates between Canadian-born and immigrant older adults
  Hongmei Tong; Daniel Lai

Thursday, November 19

12:15PM-3:15PM | Atlantic Hall (D)

- 42. Are Older Adults in the Right Place at the Right Time? An Examination of Clinical Need for Care in Long-Term Care Facilities Across Northern British Columbia, Canada
  Shannon Freeman; Mary Henderson-Betkus; Martha MacLeod

- 216. Meanings of social determinants of health: Results from a photovoice project with aging Chinese immigrants in Canada
  Daniel Lai

1:30PM-3:00PM | Northern Hemisphere A4 (D)
Chronic Disease Management

- Association of Multimorbidity with Hospitalization and System Costs in Ontario, Canada
  Walter Wodchis; Andrea Gruneir; Kednapa Thavorn

Friday, November 20

8:00AM-9:30AM | Europe 5 (D)
Mental Health 2

- Complete Mental Health and Older Adults: Findings from a Population-Based Canadian Study
  Esme Fuller-Thomson; Bailey Hollister; David Burns

Saturday, November 21

8:00AM-9:30 AM | Oceanic 5 (D)
Later Life Preparation By Older LGBT Persons: Perspectives From Canadian Research

- Preparations for End of Life Among Older LGBT Canadians
  Brian De Vries; Gloria M. Gutman; Janet Fast; Steven E. Mock; Line Chamberland; Aine Humble; Jaqueline Gahagan; Patrick Aubert

- Canadian Service Providers’ Perspectives on Needs and Barriers to Effective End-of-Life Planning Among LGBT Older Adults
  Gloria M. Gutman; Brian De Vries; Line Chamberland; Jaqueline Gahagan; Aine Humble; Celeste Pang; Sarah Paterson; Janet Fast

- Sexual Orientation Disclosure and Retirement Planning among Canadian boomers: The Potential Mediation by Social Support
  Steven E. Mock; Courtney Plante; Brian De Vries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:45AM-2:45PM | Atlantic Hall (D) | 20. Dementia Care Evidence: Contextual Dimensions that Influence Use in Canadian Northern Rural Home Care Centres  
Dorothy Forbes; Laurel Strain;  
Catherine M. Blake; Shelley Peacock;  
Terri Woytkiw; Pamela Hawranik;  
Emily J. Thiessen; Debra G. Morgan  
145. When Working Out Works Out: How New Canadians Overcome Barriers to Participation in Recreational Sport Activities  
Michelle P. Silver; Scott McRoberts  
150. An Empirical Comparison of Models of Active Aging in Canada: The International Mobility in Aging Study  
Emmanuelle Belanger; Tamer I. Ahmed;  
Johanne Filiatrault; Maria Victoria Zunzunegui  
227. Neighbourhood environment factors and the fall injuries in community-dwelling Canadian older adults: a validation study and exploration of structural confounding  
Afshin Vafaei; Beatriz Alvarado;  
Maria Victoria Zunzunegui; William L. Pickett  
358. Loneliness and Nutritional Risk Among Canada’s Oldest-Old Living Alone: Does Gender Matter?  
Brittany N. Willson; Andrew V. Wister  
360. Social Participation among Older Canadian-born and Immigrant Adults in Canada  
Abu Sadat Nurullah |
| 5:00PM-6:30PM  | Americas Seminar (D) | International Perspectives on Gender and Health Implications of Longer Working Lives  
• The Extension of Working Life in the U.S. and Canada  
Debra Street  
Oceanic 4 (D) Life Course and Developmental Change  
• Dynamic Measure of Self-Rated Health Predicts Mortality up to 16 Years Prior in the U.S. and Canada  
James Falconer; Amélie Quesnel-Vallée; Miles Taylor |
| 10:00AM-11:30AM | Northern Hemisphere E1(D) | Restraint Research in Europe and North America: Support for a Continuing Global Research Agenda  
• Maastricht Attitude Questionnaire: Opinions on Physical Restraint Use in Canada  
Veronique M. Boscart; Jan P. Hamers; Michel H. Bleijleven |
| 3:00PM-4:30PM  | Europe 5 (D) | Revisiting Individual Differences in Daily Stress Processes: Implications for Health and Well-Being  
• The Buffering Function of Mixed Emotion in Daily Stress among Canadian Older Adults  
Fan Zhang; Helene Fung; Christiane A. Hoppmann |
Wednesday, November 18

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 24. Socioeconomic Status, Social Support and Domestic Violence Against Elderly People in Canada, Albania, Colombia and Brazil
  DIMITRI T. GUEDES; Beatriz Alvarado; Susan P. Philips; Carmen Lucia Curcio; Maria Victoria Zunzunegui; Ricardo O. Guerra

- 333. Life Expectancy without disability among older adults in Brazil: the increased risk of diabetes
  Flavia Andrade; Maria Lucia Lebrão; Yeda Duarte

Thursday, November 19

12:15PM-3:15PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 27. Criterion-Related and Predictive Validity of the Short-Form Mini-Nutritional Assessment in Chilean Older People
  Lydia Lera; Cecilia Albala; Hugo Sanchez; Barbara Angel; Carlos Marquez; Florencia Insunza

- 331. Quality of Life Associated at Subjective Well-being, Purpose in Life and Personal Growth in Mexican Elders
  Ana L. González-Celis; Edgardo Ruiz

Friday, November 20

10:00AM-1:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 123. Metabolic Syndrome and Inflammation on Cognitive Function: Sex/Gender Differences in Community Dwelling Older Adults From Canada, Colombia, Brazil and Albania
  Maelenn Guerchet; Matthew Prina; Pierre-Marie Preux; Martin Prince

- 265. Participation in physical activity intervention: the case of a disadvantaged community of adults and older adults in Brazil
  Isabela M. Oliveira; Grace O. Gomes; Mariana Almeida; Camila T. Baba; Andre L. Galvim; Mariana Fornazieri; Wojtek Chodko-Zajko; Andiara Schwingel

Saturday, November 21

11:45AM-2:45PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 289. Attitudes about the Elderly Patients of Emergency Medicine Residents in Two General Hospitals at Mexico City
  María del Carmen García-Peña; Mario U. Perez-Zepeda; Leslie V. Robles-Jiménez; Pamela Tella-Vega
Wednesday, November 18

4:30PM-6:00PM | Oceanic 1 (D)
Family 1
• South African Grandmothers Raising Grandchildren: A Family Resilience Perspective
  Megan L. Dolbin-MacNab; Shannon E. Jarrott; Lyn Moore; Kendra A. O’Hora; Mariette DeChavonnes Vrugt; Myrtle Erasmus

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 140. Prevalence of dementia in Sub-Saharan Africa: systematic review and meta-analysis
  Megan L. Dolbin-MacNab; Shannon E. Jarrott; Lyn Moore; Kendra A. O’Hora; Mariette DeChavonnes Vrugt; Myrtle Erasmus
• 245. Burdens that Heal: Narrative Accounts of Late-Life Caregiving in Kenyan Luo Grandparents
  Joseph A. Bianco; Gillian Ice; Aalyia R. Sadruddin; Elizabeth Juma

Saturday, November 21

11:45AM-2:45PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 127. The Psychological Well-Being, Health, and Social Connection of Older Parent Caregivers in Ghana
  Eun Ha Namkung

5:00PM-6:30PM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
Cross-Cultural and Cross-National
• Assessing the Prevalence and Impact of Multiple Chronic Illnesses by Gender among Older Ghanaians
  Latrica Best

Thursday, November 19

12:15PM-3:15PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
• 1. Assessing Elderly Abuse and Neglect From Cultural Framework In Nigeria: Agony Of Uncertain World
  ADEWALE L. ADESINA
Wednesday, November 18

2:30PM-4:00PM | Northern Hemisphere E3(D)
Methodological Issues in Psychological Wisdom Research
- Relating the Phenomenology of Wisdom to Self-Reported Wisdom on the ASTI and 3D-WS Scales in Canada, China and Ukraine
  Michel Ferrari; Zhe Feng; Fatemeh Alhosseini; Marya Morozova

6:00PM-8:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 24. Socioeconomic Status, Social Support and Domestic Violence Against Elderly People in Canada, Albania, Colombia and Brazil
  DIMITRI T. GUEDES; Beatriz Alvarado; Susan P. Philips; Carmen Lucia Curcio; Maria Victoria Zunzunegui; Ricardo O. Guerra

Thursday, November 19

1:30PM-3:00PM | Europe 9 (D)
International Studies of Care Issues
- The Construct Validity of Three Self-Reported Neighborhood Measures in Older Adults from Canada, Colombia and Brazil
  Justine McLeod; Afshin Vafaei; Maria Victoria Zunzunegui; Carmen L. Curcio; Jose Fernando Gomez; Ricardo O. Guerra; Beatriz Alvarado

Friday, November 20

10:AM-1:00PM | Atlantic Hall (D)
- 123. Metabolic Syndrome and Inflammation on Cognitive Function: Sex/Gender Differences in Community Dwelling Older Adults From Canada, Colombia, Brazil and Albania
  Diana C. Morales; Jose Fernando Gomez Monters; Beatriz Alvarado; Angeles Garcia

1:00PM-2:30PM | Oceanic 3 (D)
Wisdom and the Life Course
- Life Conditions that Foster Wisdom in Canada and China
  Michel Ferrari; Fatemeh Alhosseini; Zhe Feng; Monika Ardelt

Sunday, November 22

10:00AM-11:30AM | Northern Hemisphere E2(D)
Cross-Cultural Aging: Similarities and Differences in Processes and Outcomes
- Cross-Cultural Aging: Similarities and Differences in Processes and Outcomes
  Helene Fung; Christiane A. Hoppmann
- Age-related Differences in Holism and Analyticism across Cultures: A Meta-Analytic Study
  Yang Fang; Helene Fung; Minjie Lu